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This paper argues that Aldo Leopold intellectually commits himself to value 

pluralism, which entails that this conceptual element needs to be present within any 

understanding of a land ethic properly deemed Leopoldian.  This understanding of 

Leopold stands in strong contrast to two of the most famous interpretations of Leopold’s 

land ethic authored by J. Baird Callicott, specifically, what he puts forward in “Animal 

Liberation: A Triangular Affair” and in the later, “The Conceputal Foundations of the 

Land Ethic.”  The paper, here, then conducts a comparative analysis between my newer 

understanding of Leopold and those of Callicott’s.  This is done by means of applying the 

differing interpretations to whether the Anthropocene Epoch should be normatively 

embraced and if so, how. 

My paper unfolds by first explaining Callicott’s two differing takes on Leopold.  

Next, I put forward ideas of Leopold’s that severely complicate Callicott’s 

interpretations. These arguments are a springboard for putting forward the beginnings of 

an original, more accurate account of Leopold, one that centers on moral pluralism.  

Third, I show that Callicott’s two interpretations entail opposing, unpalatable 

commitments to the Anthropocene Epoch, specifically, I argue that his early work leads 

to its forceful rejection, the later work to its awkward embrace. My interpretation, 

however, sees a Leopoldian land ethic approaching the Anthropocene Epoch in a much 

more constructive and intuitively appealing way. 
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PREPARING TO MOVE BEYOND CALLICOTT’S LAND ETHIC 

PRIORITIZATIONS 

 

In Aldo Leopold’s “Land Ethic” essay, he claims that no significant change in 

ethics has ever been made without persons internally altering their “intellectual emphasis, 

loyalties, affections, and convictions.”  He further points out that ethically broadening the 

notion of community to include nonhuman nature was not something the conservation 

movement of his day was emphasizing.  This is evidenced, Leopold surmises, by the 

absence of conservation-talk in both philosophy and religion circles.
i
  Much of his A Sand 

County Almanac, the work in which “The Land Ethic” essay is found, aims at putting 

forward ideas capable of persuading the conservationist, the philosopher, and the 

religionist that a broadened notion of community is warranted.  What is especially 

intriguing about Leopold’s overall efforts is that Leopold attempts to persuade by 

appealing to multiple norms with which his readers are already familiar and presumably 

theretofore sympathetic.  Additionally, Leopold likens the moral changes he advocates to 

the practice of conservation itself.  Doing so implies that just as with sacrificial 

conservation practices, moral conflict that includes a land ethic will surely arise, and its 

resolution is neither neat nor easy.  When these elements are kept in mind and interpreted 

correctly, a very different understanding of Leopold’s ethics emerges than is typically 

proffered, especially as compared to those J. Baird Callicott offers. 

One of Callicott’s earliest efforts at explaining Leopold’s ideas is found in his 

controversial essay, “Animal Liberation: A Triangular Affair.”
ii
  Speaking of its 

influence, Gary Varner once claimed that, excluding Leopold’s own essay, “The Land 

Ethic,” it is likely that no other environmental ethics piece is as widely reprinted as 

Callicott’s “A Triangular Affair.”
iii
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Callicott’s Early Interpretation of Leopold 

Callicott begins his “A Triangular Affair” essay by proposing that Leopold’s land 

ethic is paradigmatic for what an environmental ethic amounts to,
iv

 citing especially 

Leopold’s efforts to extend “direct moral considerability from people to nonhuman 

natural entities” (i.e., Leopold urges that non-human nature is not simply a bundle of 

resources to be used instrumentally).
v
  Callicott implies that, ultimately, a land ethic 

identifies the locus of supreme moral value as residing within biotic wholes (e.g., 

ecosystems) and not within any individual type of organism, human or otherwise.
vi

 

Callicott trichotomizes environmental ethics, humane moralism (the normative 

thinking operative in animal rights and animal liberation movements), and 

anthropocentric ethics.  He argues that what separates Leopold’s land ethic from both 

anthropocentric ethics and humane moralism is embracing exclusively a holistic 

worldview, a perspective that is nurtured and made reasonable, Callicott expains, by the 

science of ecology.  Remarking on how ecology provides this new perspective, he writes 

that “ecology focuses upon the relationships between and among things [. . .] ”, and prior 

to ecology’s emergence as a science, “the landscape appeared to be [. . . ] a collection of 

objects, some of them alive, some conscious, but all the same, an aggregate, a plurality of 

separate individuals.”
vii

 

Callicott thinks it understandable that the earlier atomistic perspective yielded the 

notion that morality involves adjudicating between the rights and interests of individuals.  

Yet, ecology’s ability to unify these atoms into a much larger whole, analogous to the 

second-order wholes wrought, for example, by cells making-up plant and animal bodies, 

changes things, morally, as a “third-order whole” is made intelligible.  Callicott makes 
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clear that Leopold himself sometimes characterized this emerged third-order entity as an 

organic being.  Other times, as Callicott explains, Leopold identifies this emerged entity 

as a community.  That is, Leopold thinks that something very much like a community 

also arises given the economic dependencies between various organisms that make up a 

biotic whole, such dependencies yielding unique characteristics attributable only to an 

emerged system, a community of sorts.
viii

 

Callicott thus concludes that Leopold’s representation of the land as either a 

community or as a super-organism is adequate to stir feelings of conscience, the likes of 

which humans already experience toward persons or communities, or in Callicott’s 

words, “in relation to delicately complex, functioning social and organic systems.”
ix

   

It is the supposed supremacy of the moral value that humans can perceive within biotic 

wholes that really distinguishes Callicott’s earliest interpretation of Leopold’s land ethic.  

Callicott even draws from the history of philosophy to demonstrate that highlighting a 

whole’s moral supremacy is not novel.  In doing this, Callicott turns to none other than 

Plato and his idea that, “body, soul, and society have similar structures and corresponding 

virtues.  The goodness of each is a function of its structure or organization and the 

relative value of its parts or contribution made to the integrity, stability, and beauty of 

each whole.”  So, just as Plato—in the interest of those wholes denoted by body, soul, or 

community—thinks it appropriate to sometimes sacrifice their constituent parts in order 

to preserve the various virtues of these wholes, similarly, Callicott maintains that the 

holism of the land ethic may require sacrificing, for example, the desires, interests, and, 

yes, even the lives of some humans and other animals to preserve the virtues of the biotic 

community—namely, its integrity, stability, and beauty.
x
   This is how Callicott interprets 
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Leopold’s land ethic principle: “A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, 

stability, and beauty of the biotic community.  It is wrong when it tends otherwise.”
xi

  

This principle, for Callicott, implies both a theory of value privileging of biotic wholes 

and a moral decision procedure useful for adjudicating moral conflict, one that invariably 

decides against other morally considerable entities standing in the way of those wholes’ 

flourishing. 

Callicott’s Later Interpretation of Leopold 

For a number of reasons, including perhaps sensitivity to the charge of 

ecofascism,
xii

 Callicott later backs away from his earlier interpretation of Leopold.  The 

clearest reason for Callicott’s revised interpretation, however, relates to his newer 

conviction that the conceptual roots of Leopold’s land ethic, upon investigation, are 

traceable through an ethical tradition that includes the likes of naturalist Charles Darwin 

and philosopher David Hume.  In Callicott’s later essay, “The Conceptual Foundations of 

the Land Ethic,”
xiii

 he argues that several pregnant statements by Leopold evidence the 

Darwinian influence in Leopold’s thought.  For example, Leopold claims that extending 

ethics to previously excluded entities and activities is part of “ecological evolution.”  

Callicott thinks that the key thing to be taken away from this claim is that ethics can be 

discussed in biological terms.  Furthermore, Leopold states that an ethic is “a limitation 

on freedom of action in the struggle for existence.”  This last assertion, argues Callicott, 

“unmistakably calls to mind Darwinian evolution as the conceptual context in which a 

biological account of the origin and development of ethics must ultimately be located.”  

So, because Leopold seems to define ethics and their extension naturalistically, and 

because he uses language hearkening to evolutionary theory, his moral thinking must be 
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substantially Darwinian.
xiv

  Callicott then prods his readers down a path that leads back to 

an ethical tradition that, while not explicitly endorsed by Leopold, influenced Darwin, 

and thus should be recognized as the land ethic’s theoretical framework, or so argues 

Callicott. 

Explaining how Darwin sought after an account of ethics complementary to his 

revolutionary biological views, Callicott argues that Darwin embraced the work of the 

moral sense theorists, those who argue that ethics are the product of sentiments or 

feelings.  Indeed, unlike so many philosophers before, who argued that ethics are 

derivable from reason, the moral-sense theorists (e.g., David Hume and Adam Smith) 

proposed a lesser role for reason, namely, as amplifier and informer of sentiments.
xv

 

Taking cues from the moral sense theorists, Darwin surmises that morality has its 

origins in parental and filial affections, with such feelings allowing for the formation of 

close-knit social groups amongst kin.  These feelings might then attach themselves to 

extended family, enlarging the social group.  But if such enlargement betters the life 

prospects of its members (e.g., through better defense or better provisioning), this might 

increase the probability of passing down genes that incline such pro-social behaviors.  

“Thus, the more diffuse familial affections, which Darwin (echoing Hume and Smith) 

calls the ‘social sentiments,’ would be spread throughout a population.”
xvi

 

Callicott goes on to suggest that Leopold’s status as a natural historian made him 

heir to this “protosociobiological perspective on ethical phenomena.”  Indeed, Callicott 

tries to further demonstrate the Darwinian nature of Leopold’s thought by stringing 

together two separate statements from Leopold that hearken to the natural evolution of 

ethics: “Since ‘the thing [ethics] has its origin in the tendency of interdependent 
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individuals or groups to evolve modes of cooperation,…all ethics so far evolved rest 

upon a single premise: that the individual is a member of a community of interdependent 

parts.’”  These meshed quotations punctuate, Callicott maintains, Leopold’s Darwinian-

inspired conviction that ethics are correlative with community.  In fact, if Leopold 

(following Darwin) is correct about this connection between ethics and community, then 

Callicott thinks it serves as an analytical tool, not only for understanding the natural 

history of morality, but for identifying how morality will progress in the future, with all 

its attending precepts, prescriptions, and proscriptions in tow.  Of course, it is based upon 

this naturalistic interpretation of moral history’s past, present, and future from which 

Callicott thinks Leopold derives his land ethic.
xvii

 

Supposedly operative in Leopold’s thinking, then, is Darwin’s idea that as 

humans unite themselves into ever-larger communities, their sympathies are extended.  

Darwin also thinks that “the simplest reason” eventually informs persons to expand their 

social instincts toward those complete strangers with whom nationhood unites them, 

persons thereafter only needing to overcome “artificial barriers” to embrace all of 

humanity.  The land ethic, consequently, represents a further inclusion along these lines: 

the addition of the biotic community.  Callicott cites the following quotation from 

Leopold as proof that Leopold thought like this: “The land ethic simply enlarges the 

boundary of the community to include soil, waters, plants, and animals, or collectively: 

the land.”
xviii

 

Callicott contends that it is actually the inculcation of the land-as-community idea 

that will ultimately sway persons to embrace the land ethic (i.e., the land ethic will be 

accepted because of “ecology’s social representation of nature,” coupled with the notion 
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that we as biotic community members are capable of hurting other non-human 

community members, as well as harming the overall biotic community itself).  

Darwinism via Hume and Smith predicts the possibility for such an expansion of 

sentiments, and Leopold—Callicott surmises—did everything he could in A Sand County 

Almanac to tout such an expansion of feeling.  Callicott further suggests that a 

Copernican understanding of the universe, which, in part, situates the earth in a vast, 

hostile universe, subconsciously facilitates the idea of an interdependent, life-

giving/sustaining community on Earth.  Callicott allows that Leopold never directly 

acknowledges this consequence of the Copernican view, but Callicott does assign this 

perspective a role when identifying the conceptual foundations of the land ethic.
xix

 

Situating the land ethic within the moral sense tradition has very different 

consequences from drawing parallels between Leopold’s land ethic and Plato’s moral and 

political ideas.  Specifically, there are resources within the moral sense tradition that 

seemingly require Callicott to jettison interpretive elements favorable to the Plato 

analogy, and consequently, to the ecofascism charge hounding his earlier understanding 

of Leopold.  This is because the Darwinian biosocial roots of ethics, Callicott urges, 

provide some resistance to favoring objects of later evolutionary ethical development 

over earlier ones. 

A hierarchical ordering of moral priorities, then, emerges, with the land ethic 

being the most recent addition and, consequently, wielding the least amount of influence.  

A supposed upshot of this is that persons, unlike in Plato’s ideal state or Callicott’s 

heretofore ideal biosphere, will not invariably be sacrificed when their actions or interests 

conflict with the good of the whole.
xx

  Callicott explains: 
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[. . . ] as a general rule, the duties correlative to the inner social circles to 

which we belong [e.g., family] eclipse those correlative to the rings farther 

from the heartwood when conflicts arise [. . .]  A zealous environmentalist 

who advocated visiting war, famine, or pestilence on human populations [. 

. .] in the name of the integrity, beauty, and stability of the biotic 

community would be [. . .] perverse.  Family obligations in general come 

before nationalistic duties and humanitarian obligations in general come 

before environmental duties.  The land ethic, then, is not draconian or 

fascist.
xxi

 

 

 Callicott makes clear, however, that a land ethic may, despite its location on the 

moral periphery, still exert some influence on human behavior.  Just as obligations to 

one’s nation may come at the expense of his inner social circles (e.g., through paying 

taxes or serving in the military), so too nurturing the land’s good may come at the 

expense of other, more typically privileged objects of one’s moral concern.  Callicott’s 

contention is that Leopold’s understanding of ecology, which identified the land’s health 

as contingent upon normal rates of species extinction and the general tendency of 

evolution to enrich the land biologically through speciation, informs our moral 

sensibilities (and thus a land ethic) that the land should at times be considered as more 

important than the individual good of one or more of its parts.
xxii

  Hence, the moral good 

emerging from the land-as-community idea, a good arising from those characteristically 

enduring and evolving relationships amongst the community’s constituent organisms, 

gives way to a series of behavioral constraints, which Callicott identifies as consistent 

with Leopold’s thinking.   

LEOPOLD’S PLURALISM  

I endeavor to show now how Leopold’s writings embrace a plurality of values 

when discussing matters of moral import, with some of these values being human-

centered.  This involves a different strategy than Callicott employed and is still 
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defending.  That is, rather than relying, as Callicott does, on supposedly pregnant 

statements that indicate Leopold was not only Darwinian in his ethics, but allowing for, 

then, the further supposition that one should draw a direct line from Leopold to moral 

sense theorists like Hume and Smith—I, instead, look to what Leopold actually wrote in 

both A Sand County Almanac and elsewhere to depict a more accurate account of 

Leopold’s ethics. 

As Callicott himself indicates, Leopold very much wants to stress a relationship 

between ecology and ethics.  For not only is it the taking-up of the ecological point of 

view that helps affirm the reasonableness of his land ethic (something that itself should 

count against Leopold being committed to a strong moral sense account of ethics; 

Hume’s considered view was entirely dismissive of reason’s efficacy to define moral 

goods)—but, as Callicott additionally points out, Leopold thinks that the very process of 

extending ethics to hitherto unregulated forms of conduct is a “process in ecological 

evolution” (i.e., Leopold implies that this is a process wherein improved social 

interactions between entities betters their survival conditions).   

Despite the common origin of all ethics, this naturalized explanation as to the 

origin of ethics—when framed against the background of Leopold’s overall thought—

does not allow for a reduction of ethics to a single value scheme (e.g., Callicott’s 

community memberships and the positive emotion-tickling humans will feel at the sight 

of those communities functioning well).  Indeed, even when Leopold goes on to formally 

state his land ethic principle (which tie the morality of an action to its effects on the biotic 

community), he is making established ethics more complex by the addition of a new, 

important, holistic moral consideration—the objectively identifiable health of the land.  
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Present in Leopold’s writings, I will now show, is recognition of this complexity in moral 

life. 

To get at Leopold’s pluralism, consider, for example, Leopold’s contention that 

something very special arises regarding the moral status of us humans when we act in a 

morally correct manner.  The following provocative quotation was written and publicly 

presented, according to Leopold’s biographer, Curt Meine, just some sixteen months 

prior to Leopold organizing his “Land Ethic” essay,
xxiii

 and it is published in A Sand 

County Almanac.  It reads: 

For one species to mourn the death of another is a new thing under the 

sun.  The Cro-Magnon who slew the last mammoth thought only of steaks.  

The sportsman who shot the last [passenger] pigeon thought only of his 

prowess.  The sailor who clubbed the last auk thought of nothing at all.  

But we, who have lost our pigeons, mourn the loss.  Had the funeral been 

ours, the pigeons would hardly have mourned us.  In this fact, rather than 

in Mr. Du Pont’s nylons or Mr. Vannevar Bush’s bombs, lies objective 

evidence of our superiority over the beasts.
xxiv

 

 

 Moral agency, correctly exercised, is an ability that lifts humans above the 

constituents of nonhuman nature, or so Leopold thinks here.  Our realizing the horror of 

anthropogenic extinction, and internalizing it to the point that we mourn the loss, is an 

exercise of this capacity.  It speaks well for us humans, albeit a bit ironically here, one 

must admit, given our role in the passenger pigeon’s demise.  Leopold implies that other 

organisms cannot realize either the concept or the magnitude of our world losing another 

species.  We humans can and should.  The reason for this advanced status is a capability 

that comes from being rational enough to be this moral; it is not a judgment about an 

advanced moral status derivable from evolutionary-ordered, community membership 

simpliciter, as Callicott’s later interpretatinon of Leopold must maintain.  Indeed, 

emphasizing a special moral status for humans based on our ability to be moral, or 
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perhaps better put, based on our ability to be moral in a particular way, is more 

reminiscent of, say, the Kantian ethical tradition rather than the Humean/Smithean, moral 

sense one. 

Careful readers of Leopold also come away realizing that he assigns moral import 

not only to the biotic community via the “Land Ethic,” and to human moral agency, as 

illustrated above, but also to the individual character of humans.  Of course, the idea that 

individual character ought to be seen as morally significant is, as Callicott notes in his 

earlier interpretation of Leopold, an idea dating back, in the Western philosophical 

tradition, to the Ancient period, where philosophers like Plato and Aristotle deliberated 

on “[. . .] the sorts of qualities of character it is morally praiseworthy to acquire and 

maintain.”  Historically, these qualities of character are labeled ‘virtues.’
xxv

  

With respect to the virtues of humans, Leopold’s biographer, Curt Meine, 

certainly implies that these are of deep concern to Leopold.  Of particular importance to 

him, Meine indicates, is for an individual person to possess a correct disposition toward 

the land.  Remarking on Leopold’s commitment to individualistic thinking generally, 

Meine writes: “Although Leopold expressed his devotion to individualism only on rare 

occasions, it was fundamental to his thinking.  He was in many respects an enlightenment 

personality confronting the realities of the twentieth-century world [. . .].”  As evidence 

of this last idea, Meine cites an essay of Leopold’s in which Leopold bemoans 

conservation’s over-dependency on “the current doctrine of private profit and public 

subsidy.”  Leopold writes: 

It [conservation] expects subsidies to do more—and the private owner to 

do less—for the community than they are capable of doing.  We 

rationalize these defects as individualism, but they imply no real respect 

for the landowner as an individual.  They merely condone the ecological 
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ignorance which contrasts so strongly with his precocity in mechanical 

things.
xxvi

 

 

But why is it important for an individual to be ecologically sophisticated, taking 

responsibility for his treatment of the land?  Why not simply let the brain trust and 

influence of government set ecological standards and enforce them?  After all, if the well-

functioning of varying communities is what has moral value alone, it should not matter, 

ethically, how that is achieved.  To be sure, Leopold did think private conservation 

strategically necessary for the maintenance of ecosystemic health (i.e., conservation often 

works better when private persons are predisposed to thinking and acting ecologically on 

their own), but he also thought it was otherwise morally important for individuals to have 

an ethical relationship with the land, where this relationship reflects well upon the 

character of the individual, and where the value of having such a character serves as a 

motivator. 

Meine further expands upon this line of thinking in Leopold.  Quoting from an 

essay of Leopold’s, wherein Leopold “envisioned a future Wisconsin built along the 

farmer’s own self-applied conservation standards,” Meine cites the following wistful 

imaginings of Leopold’s regarding the appearance of an ideal farm: 

The creek banks are wooded and ungrazed.  In the woods, young straight 

timber-bearing trees predominate, but there is also a sprinkling of hollow-

limbed veterans left for the owls and squirrels, and of down logs left for 

the coons and fur-bearers.  On the edge of the woods are a few wide-

spreading hickories and walnuts for nutting.  Many things are expected of 

this creek and its woods: cordwood, posts, and sawlogs; flood-control, 

fishing, and swimming; nuts and wildflowers; fur and feather.  Should it 

fail to yield an owl-hoot or a mess of quail on demand, or a bunch of 

sweet William or a coon-hunt in season, the matter will be cause for 

injured pride and family scrutiny, like a check marked “no funds.”
xxvii
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As Meine explains, Leopold thought conservation activities for the farmer ought 

to be, in Leopold’s words, a “positive exercise of skill and insight, not merely a negative 

exercise of abstinence or caution.”  Meine further says that Leopold thought the farm to 

be “the owner’s portrait of himself.  Conservation [Leopold continues] implies self-

expression in that landscape, rather than blind compliance with economic dogma.”
xxviii

 

The last three quotations from Leopold carry two implications for present 

consideration:  First, they begin to evidence Leopold’s commitment to the idea that 

persons ought to be ethically respected as individuals having certain capacities, not just as 

entities deriving value from community membership alone (this last point was also true 

with the above point about moral agency); second, they clarify a virtue that self-aware 

human beings should cultivate as a ground of self-respect, namely, right-minded 

ecological thinking.  That a concern for self-respect is an appropriate motivator—and 

indeed that it is preferable, in ways, to external motivators—demonstrates Leopold’s 

commitment to the notion that something like virtue is to be valued in itself.  Thus, we 

see Leopold’s commitment to yet another value besides land holism, the life of the self-

respecting, virtuous individual. 

CONFRONTING THE ANTHROPOCENE EPOCH 

There is a debate over whether Earth has transitioned from the Holocene period, 

which began some 11,700 years ago to a brand new epoch, the Anthropocene.  A new 

epoch is conceptually needed, some argue, because we humans may have changed the 

planet that much.  As evidence for the shift, advocates for the change in nomenclature 

cite anthropogenic events like species extinctions, polluted ecosystems, and a chemically 

changed atmosphere, among others.
xxix

  Even geologists themselves are urging serious 
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consideration for this change, arguing that effects within sediments or ice cores provide 

the necessary formal conditions for a new geological epoch.
xxx

  This is a crucial step, as it 

is the International Union of Geological Sciences that officially defines the Earth’s time 

scale.
xxxi

 

But as “New York Times” environmental blogger Andrew Revkin explains, there 

is special significance to this debate.  Specifically, Revkin remarks that what 

differentiates humans from other species affecting large-scale change is the ability to 

reflect upon such changes.  “Two billion years ago, cyanobacteria oxygenated the 

atmosphere and powerfully disrupted life on earth.  But they didn’t know it.”  Revkin 

continues: “We’re the first species that’s become a planet-scale influence and is aware of 

that reality. That’s what distinguishes us.”
xxxii

 

There are obvious ethical corollaries emerging from Revkin’s reasonable 

observation.  How should we humans ethically understand and react to having possibly 

ushered in the Anthropocene Epoch?  More specifically, given the aims of my essay: 

How would Leopold have us ethically understand and react to our having possibly pulled 

the Earth into a new era, one marked by such environmental degradation? 

 First, if Callicott’s early interpretation of Leopold is correct, then the 

recommendations flowing from it are likely to be misanthropically severe.  If our only 

moral consideration is the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community, then 

whatever conflicts with land health should be harshly curtailed or eliminated, especially 

if room is made for margin of error.  Indeed, an effort along the lines of sustainable 

development is likely unworkable.  Surely our molassesp-slow migration toward cleaner 

technologies and the first-world petulance that comes with modification of preferences 
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pose too great a risk to preserving the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic 

community.  Our awareness of the Anthropocene Epoch motivates only one solution 

here: turn back time with extreme prejudice. 

 Callicott’s later interpretation, with its focus on largely morally prioritizing 

human communities first and biotic communities second, tips the scale in favor of 

whatever emerges from the very same human sentiments that are initially responsible for,  

and continuously sustaining of, that very same prioritizing.  Leopold’s scientifically 

informed arguments for the importance of ecosystemic well-being amplify and inform the 

sentiments of some, but the power of consumer culture to blunt their impact in favor of 

status quo, short-term gain is arguably overwhelming, that is, if current human behavior 

is any guide.  The theoretical machinery of Callicott’s later interpretation can only 

motivate, then, a shrug of acquiescence when one’s communal majority is emotively 

unmoved.  Our awareness of the Anthropocene Epoch motivates a different solution here, 

given Callicott’s later interpretation of Leopold: embrace it, and continue privileging the 

short-sightedness that yielded it, just so long as doing so represents the sentimental 

preferences of our most favored communities. 

 The pluralistic interpretation of Leopold I argue for sees a Leopoldian land ethic 

as providing a moral constraint that sits alongside other constraints motivated by differing 

values.  The rational pressure it puts on us is similar to, and sometimes complimentary 

with, pressures ratcheted up by the values of moral agency and virtue.  Respect for these 

values urge us to act anthropocentrically at times, but also to preserve and to sustain an 

Earth that allows for realizing the differing manifestations of those values.  Yet the moral 

value Leopold’s land ethic argues for, which I believe ultimately rests on the intrinsic 
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value of land health, demands constant respect as well.  A practical wisdom earned 

through experience is necessary to adjudicate conflicts between them, but recall 

Leopold’s likening of ethics to conservation.  He implied that neither is neat nor easy. 

Beyond matters of interpretation, I submit my take on Leopold is ethically 

preferable to both of Callicott’s famous interpretations, especially as it concerns the 

Anthropocene.  Specifically, my understanding has us confront the Anthropocene Epoch 

and its attending degradations by realizing: (1) Our moral agency makes us culpable for 

intentionally disregarding the health of the natural world; (2) we see this as a poor 

reflection on our character as humans; (3) our recognition of a land ethic causes us to 

pursue future activities, even those motivated by other manifestations of respecting the 

values operative in (1) and (2), by leaving the smallest ecological footprints possible; and 

(4) we humans realize that all this value, or the potential for it, is at stake, given how we 

respond within the possibly new Anthropocene Epoch.  Thus, what my paper has 

demonstrated is twofold: I have gone some way in providing a more accurate 

understanding of Leopold’s ethics by means of criticizing Callicott’s two well-know 

interpretations and, second, I have demonstrated its possible application to how we 

humans morally confront what may be our next epoch in geological time. 
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